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Koichiro Uto c

Liquid marbles (LMs) are nonsticking droplets whose surfaces are covered with low-wettability particles.

Owing to their high mobility, shape reconfigurability, and widely accessible liquid/particle possibilities, the

research on LMs has flourished since 2001. Their physical properties, fabrication mechanisms, and func-

tionalisation capabilities indicate their potential for various applications. This review summarises the fun-

damental properties of LMs, the recent advances (mainly works published in 2020–2023) in the concept

of LMs, physical properties, formation methods, LM-templated material design, and biochemical appli-

cations. Finally, the potential development and variations of LMs are discussed.

1. Introduction

Transporting small amounts of liquids is essential in various
fundamental industrial technologies that experience unwanted
liquid adhesion. Nature offered an idea for effective liquid
transportation. In 1992, Benton and Foster reported that some
gall-forming aphids transport honeydew droplets without
sticking by covering them with wax particles.1 In 2001,
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Aussillous and Quéré generalised the non-sticking property to
water droplets by covering them with a hydrophobic powder
and termed them liquid marbles (LMs).2

After two decades of research, LMs generally refer to liquids
covered with low-wettability fine granular materials with non-
sticking properties (Fig. 1A). In LMs, granular materials with
low wettability are not dispersed in the liquid, but are
adsorbed at the surface. Moreover, their grain size is signifi-
cantly smaller than that of droplets and their density on the
droplet surface is sufficiently high to prevent liquid spills
(Fig. 1A). In most reports, LMs are typically millimetric water
droplets covered with nano- to micrometre-sized hydrophobic
particles. However, some studies have described the develop-
ment of LMs using oil or solvents encapsulated with fluori-
nated (oleophobic) particles.3 Regardless of the nature of the
inner liquid, the LM particles stabilise an air layer, known as
the Cassie–Baxter interface, around the droplet, which pre-
vents liquid adhesion and allows the LM to easily roll off from
a solid substrate or float on a liquid pool (Fig. 1B).

Moreover, LMs exhibit shape reconfigurability and can be
split or merged repeatedly (Fig. 1C). This shape reconfigurabil-
ity is unique to LMs, and it is impossible for droplets encapsu-
lated with a bulk film. This indicates that LMs behave as soft
solids in the static state. However, they can be split or merged
like a fluid by applying a sufficiently strong mechanical force.
Thus, LMs resemble a shear-thinning or thixotropic non-
Newtonian fluid. Owing to these features and the wide range
of possible liquid/particle combinations, LMs have received
considerable attention and have been investigated in relation
to various interesting domains; accordingly, various LM appli-
cations for replacing the inner liquid with fluidic media have
been proposed. The wettability of the liquid medium to par-
ticles, which is mainly governed by the surface tension, deter-
mines the formation of LMs. Examples of liquid media
include acidic/alkaline water, cell culture medium, glycerol,

fatty acids, organic solvents such as alkanes and alcohols,
adhesives, blood, liquid food, ionic liquids, and liquid
metal.4–6 The liquid surface tension must be large enough to
exhibit low wettability to particles. Moreover, liquid viscosity
should be sufficiently low for the ease of droplet formation.7,8

By using various functional liquids inside, LMs have been
implemented in the fields of chemical reactors, sensor plat-
forms, soft robotics, healing agents, and biosystems realised on
a droplet scale; accordingly, they minimise liquid waste.9,10 The
outer particles of LMs are repeatedly used owing to the low wett-
ability between the particles and the inner liquid
(recyclable).11–13 The easy recyclability of outer particles and
lossless inner liquid transportation make LMs a promising
technology for achieving a circular economy. Hence, the physi-
cal properties of LMs, such as multilevel robustness based on
the application environment, have been intensively studied.14,15

Moreover, LMs with functional capabilities have been
explored; for example, stimuli-responsive marbles that enable
applications such as remote-controlled locomotion or regu-
lated release of the inner liquid. The responsive behaviour of
LMs has been observed using particles that respond to
different triggers, such as light, electrical signals, magnetic
fields, ultrasound, temperature, pressure, or chemical
species.16,17 Notably, LMs have attracted scientists working on
hydrophobic coatings. Indeed, conceptually, both LMs and
superhydrophobic surfaces can be regarded as hydrophobic
structures forming an air layer at an interface, whether a liquid
or solid, for LMs and superhydrophobic surfaces,
respectively.18,19 The similarities and differences between dro-
plets on the superhydrophobic surface and LMs are discussed
in section 2.

Researchers in the field of colloidal science treat LMs as
liquid-in-air emulsions stabilised by particles.20 Beyond the
development of LMs, their potential applications have stimu-
lated multidisciplinary research in various fields, including
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materials science, physical chemistry, colloidal science,
biology, and nanotechnology. Several review articles have
reported the formation of functional LMs along with their
physical properties and biochemical applications.14,21,22

Significant research progress has been made in the past
three years in the field of LMs. According to our survey on
reports on LMs, as shown in Fig. 1D, around 200 papers were
published between June 2020 and June 2023, which included
several stimulating discoveries, new LM concepts, fabrication
processes, LM-templated design, and lab-in-a-marble appli-
cations such as microreactors, sensors, and biosystems.

This review covers the recent developments in LMs, mainly
works reported after 2020, and highlights cutting-edge scientific
findings on the physical properties of LMs, concepts, formation
methods, LM-templated material design, and critical appli-
cations of lab-in-a-marble. We believe this work will help readers
gain a comprehensive understanding of the current and poten-
tial development of LMs and related applications. To make this
review understandable to general readers, we first review the fun-
damental properties of LMs in the following section.

2. Physical properties
2.1 Droplets and LMs

Nonwetting states can be achieved by forming an air layer
between the solid and the liquid, for example, by patterning

either the substrate or the liquid (Fig. 2A). When a nonwetting
state is achieved through substrate patterning, it is referred to
as the superhydrophobic state.23,24 A water droplet deposited
on such surfaces forms a small sphere resembling a pearl.
Meanwhile, LMs refer to the realisation of a nonwetting state
by patterning a liquid with particles.2 The similarities between
these two nonwetting states allow us to understand some
physical properties of LMs as an extension of drops on super-
hydrophobic surfaces (pearls).25 In this section, we describe
the physical properties common to LMs and droplets on super-
hydrophobic surfaces before discussing the physical properties
specific to LMs.

When Aussillous and Quéré first demonstrated the concept
of LMs, they formed a LM by rolling a liquid droplet onto a
hydrophobic particle bed. When particles are adsorbed on a
liquid interface, the total system energy decreases owing to the
minimisation of the surface energy, resulting in the formation
of LMs.26 More precisely, with Rp denoting the particle radius
and θ the contact angle of the liquid on a particle, for each par-
ticle adsorbed on the interface, the system energy decreases by:

ΔG ¼ πγRp
2ð1� jcos θjÞ ð1Þ

where γ denotes the liquid–air surface tension. This simple cal-
culation shows that both hydrophobic (θ > 90°) and hydro-
philic (θ < 90°) particles can be utilised to form LMs;9,27

additionally, a stronger decrease in surface energy is observed

Fig. 1 Fundamentals and overview of recent research fields in liquid marbles. (A) Criteria to design LMs and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of a LM. The particles used are hydrophobic fumed silica AEROSIL® RY 300 (Evonik, Germany). (B) Non-sticking property of 10 μL of LMs
resting on the solid surface and floating in a water pool. (C) Shape reconfigurability of LMs. Splitting LMs into two and coalescing two LMs into one
is possible. (D) Research field of publications regarding LMs from June 2020 to 2023, obtained with the keyword “liquid marble” from Scopus
Copyright © Elsevier BV.
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for particle wetting properties between hydrophobic and
hydrophilic surfaces. Here, θ can be estimated by microscopic
observation of the gel-trapped or polymerized liquid–air
interface28,29 using SEM, environmental-SEM, or a digital

microscope. Force measurement techniques, such as colloidal
probe atomic force microscopy, can also be used to measure
θ.30 Consequently, Zang et al. reported that LMs covered with
particles with θ close to 90° exhibit the highest mechanical

Fig. 2 Fundamental and physical properties. (A) Schematic depicting a pearl (droplets on superhydrophobic surfaces) and LM; in both cases, an air
layer is formed between the liquid and substrate. (B) Sketch of air layer formed by particles adsorbed on the LM surface. The air layer thickness, δ,
depends on the particle radius Rp and liquid/solid contact angle θ. (C) Images of LMs and pearls made with water and lycopodium with volume 20
and 400 µL, respectively. (D), (E) Various LM shapes achievable with different particle sizes depending on the ratio between LM radius R and particle
size S.49,94 (F) Different scenarios illustrating how LMs break upon impact.15 (G), (H), (I) and (J) Effects of adhesion and friction on the motion of LMs
and pearls.25,26 (K) and (L) Shape evolution of water droplets and LMs during phase change of the inner liquid.66,67,71 (M) Depiction of salt crystallisa-
tion at the interface77 and (N) self-propulsion of Janus marble in water bath during the evaporation of inner liquid from LMs.81 Copyrights: (D)
Reproduced from ref. 49 under CC BY 4.0 Wiley-VCH GmbH 2020; (E) reproduced from ref. 94 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright
2019; (F) reproduced from ref. 15 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2021; (H) and (I) reproduced from ref. 25 with permission from
the American Institute of Physics, Copyright 2023; (J) reproduced from ref. 26 with permission from the Royal Society, Copyright 2006; (K) repro-
duced from ref. 66 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2021; (L) reproduced from ref. 67 and 71 with permission from
the Elsevier Ltd., Copyright 2018 and from the Elsevier, 2021; (M) reproduced from ref. 77 with permission from the American Chemical Society,
Copyright 2021; (N) reproduced from ref. 81 with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2015.
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robustness.31 The particle size and wettability not only deter-
mine the adsorption energy but also control the distance from
the liquid to the substrate, as depicted in Fig. 2B. The liquid/
substrate distance, δ, can be typically represented as δ = Rp(1 −
cos θ). Hence, if a liquid fully wets the particles (hydrophilic),
i.e., cos θ = 1, the liquid comes in contact with the substrate
and the LM becomes unstable. However, in a complete non-
wetting situation, cos θ = −1 and the liquid/substrate distance
is maximal, but the particles are not adsorbed on the surface,
leading to insufficient mechanical stability. This phenomenon
is analogous to the superhydrophobic state, in that the sub-
strate structures govern the thickness of the air layer below the
liquid. However, particle adhesion to the liquid should be con-
sidered in the case of LMs.

Fig. 2C depicts 20 and 400 µL of water placed on a superhy-
drophobic surface and as a LM made with lycopodium,
respectively. The images reveal that for both nonwetting situ-
ations, the pearl and marble shapes are nearly identical. This
enables us to derive the LM shape depending on its radius, R,
by considering the case of a liquid in a pure nonwetting situ-
ation (θ = 180°). In the case where the particle mass is negli-
gible, the geometry of the LM for drops is determined by the
capillary length κ−1 = (γ/ρg)1/2, where γ is the LM surface tension,
ρ is the liquid density, and g is the acceleration of gravity.

LMs smaller than the capillary length (R < κ−1) are observed
to be spherical owing to surface energy minimisation. The
radius of the contact zone with the substrate, Rc, can be easily
derived. The liquid weight, ρgR3, is balanced by the Laplace
pressure, γ/R, inside the spherical LM applied on the contact
area, i.e., Rc

2: ρgR3 ∼ Rc
2γ/R. Hence, the contact radius of the

LM is smaller than the capillary length:2

Rc � R 2κ ð2Þ

LMs larger than the capillary length (R > κ−1) are flattened
by gravity, forming puddles of height 2κ−1. Owing to volume
conservation, the contact radius can be obtained as R3 ∼
Rc

2κ−1; hence, the contact radius of large LMs2 is given by:

Rc � R 3=2κ 1=2 ð3Þ

However, it should be noted that the height of the LM is
smaller than that of the droplet. This difference can be partially
attributed to changes in the surface tension of the interface
caused by the replacement of the liquid/air interface with a
liquid/particle/air interface. The interactions between the encap-
sulating particles adsorbed on the LM and core liquid modified
the force equilibrium at the surface, leading to an “effective
surface tension”, denoted by γeff. This effective surface tension
tends to slightly modify the contact radius and can be
accounted for by calculating the capillary length using this
effective surface tension γeff. The adjusted surface tension plays
a pivotal role in determining the stability, mobility, and other
characteristics of LMs. Researchers have proposed various tech-
niques, such as the pendant drop method, the maximum
height method, shape analysis, capillary rise, and vibration ana-
lysis, to measure the effective surface tension.26,32–42

2.2 Particle size and LM shape

In the previous section, we considered the particles to be
sufficiently small in comparison with LMs to ignore the size
effects; nevertheless, the particle size and geometry affect the
LM shape and stability. It has been reported that the size of
particles and number of layers required to form marbles are
related. Generally, coarser particles (>50 μm) tend to form
monolayer LMs, whereas finer particles form multilayer
LMs.43–45 The stability of LMs is affected by particle coating,
size, surface density, and volumetric mass density.46 Moreover,
larger particles can produce somewhat stronger LMs, as shown
by studies that attempted to test various particle sizes.47

Asaumi et al. reported that as the particle size increases, it
enables a larger gap between the inner liquid and the support-
ing substrate, along with stronger capillary forces between the
particles at the LM surface, leading to improved mechanical
stability. However, this increase in particle size also results in
greater weight, causing larger deformations and, consequently,
making breakage easier.43 The LM stability also depends on
the subjacent surface hydrophobicity and interactions with the
environment. Larger particles can mitigate the collapse of LMs
by increasing the air layer between the inner liquid and the
external environment.47 Moreover, superhydrophobic surfaces
strongly enhance the robustness and self-healing capabilities
of LMs. The balance between small and large particles can
optimise the LM stability and evaporation rates by filling the
gap and enabling a denser particle layer. Fig. 2D shows the
relation between the droplet size R and the plate size S.
Fujiwara et al. pointed out that the shape and dimensions of
LMs can be finely manipulated by adjusting the size ratio
between the water droplet and the PET plate, along with con-
trolling the number of plates adsorbed on the droplet.48

Fig. 2E demonstrates that owing to the jamming of PET plates,
LMs of various shapes can be prepared.49

2.3 Mechanical stability

Owing to the protective layer of particles, LMs are more resili-
ent to external stimuli than pearls (droplets on superhydro-
phobic surfaces). The stability of LMs indicates their ability to
withstand external forces and maintain integrity over time.
These aspects are directly influenced by the properties of the
core liquid and surrounding particles. As illustrated in Fig. 2B,
the wetting characteristics and size of particles play crucial
roles in controlling the distance between the adhesive core
liquid and its surroundings. This air layer is essential for
marble stability during impact or when subjected to external
forces. Tenjimbayashi et al. reported that LMs on superhydro-
phobic surfaces are more mechanically stable during impact
than those on substrates with other wetting properties.50 They
also reported that LMs could exhibit a reversible wetting tran-
sition from the capillary to the partial Cassie state on a super-
hydrophobic surface. However, this reversibility is lost when
the surface is hydrophilic. Fig. 2F shows the fracture dynamics
of particle-monolayer-stabilised LMs upon impacting a solid
surface using high-speed microscopic imaging. Two distinct
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breakage scenarios are observed, which depend on the LM’s
Weber number (We = ρU2R/γ, where U is the impact velocity).15

The first scenario involves crack-induced breakage, which
occurs at moderate We values (We = 15–20). In this case, the
particle shell below the LM cracks and the liquid interface
spreads directly onto the solid. This increases the outer par-
ticle shell packing fraction, leading to a jammed interface,
which eventually fixed the drop into a jammed shape far from
the spherical shape expected for a liquid droplet. Conversely,
at higher Weber numbers (We > 20), a water-penetration-
induced breakage scenario occurs owing to particle/solid fric-
tion, while the bottom interface of the LM remains covered with
particles; however, the hydrodynamic pressure is sufficiently
high to allow the liquid to reach the bottom substrate.
Consequently, the final LM shape is a portion of a sphere. This
scenario resembles the superhydrophobic failure scenario upon
droplet impact, such as the Cassie–Wenzel transition.51,52

However, in contrast to the fixed superhydrophobic structure,
the particle structure of LMs is not fixed and flows along the
penetrated liquid. As a result, the final state of broken LMs can
be divided into a dry, pendular, funicular, capillary, or saturated
state depending on the liquid saturation degree.53

2.4 Adhesion and friction of LMs

The most noticeable property of LMs is their high mobility,
which is a hallmark of their nonwetting state. This enables
easy fluid manipulation at the millimetre scale, where capillar-
ity usually makes the droplets sticky. High mobility is a combi-
nation of low adhesion, which quantifies the force required to
move LMs from rest, and low friction, which characterises the
force necessary to move LMs at velocity V.

First, we discuss the adhesion mechanism of LMs.
Although their shape resembles that of pearls on superhydro-
phobic surfaces, Jin et al. recently discovered that their
adhesion is surprisingly different.25 Drops larger than the
capillary length placed on a superhydrophobic surface tilted at
angle α start to move when the weight (ρgR3 sin α) is larger
than the contact angle hysteresis adhesion (γRc Δcos θ).
Substituting Rc with its value from eqn (3), the sliding angle,
α*, of large drops scales with R−3/2 as follows:

α* � Δcos θ ðRκÞ�3=2 ð4Þ
In contrast to the drops, the sliding angle of LMs does not

depend on their volume (hence, mass) (Fig. 2H). The adhesion
of LMs is fundamentally different owing to the solid/solid
adhesion between the particles and the substrate. The
maximum dry friction tangential to the surface is µ ρgR3 cos α,
where µ is the particle/substrate static friction coefficient and
ρgR3 cos α is the normal force distributed on the grains below
the marble. LMs start to move when the weight (ρgR3 sin α)
overcomes Coulomb adhesion; hence, its sliding angle is given
as follows:25

tan α* � μ ð5Þ

When moving on an incline at velocity V, the friction of
LMs depends on the particle/substrate interaction, inner
liquid viscosity, and surrounding gas. In the practical case of
water, large LMs move at velocities in the order of 1 m s−1. In
this regime, the surrounding air is the main source of dissipa-
tion, making the LM velocity independent of the inner liquid
viscosity (Fig. 2I). Friction arises from dissipation in the
boundary layer surrounding the LMs (skin-drag friction),
leading to a descending velocity:

V � ðγρgκ�1=ηaρaÞ1=3 sin2=3 α ð6Þ
where ηa and ρa denote the air viscosity and density, respect-
ively. This regime was also observed in droplets running down
a superhydrophobic incline;54 however, the particle shell mod-
ifies the boundary conditions around the LMs (liquid/gas for
pearls and solid/gas for LMs), leading to a slight decrease in
the velocity of LMs.25

The difference between pearls and LMs disappears when
the inner liquid viscosity becomes sufficiently large to domi-
nate other friction forces. Thus, the two friction regimes can
be distinguished based on the LM size. Large marbles flat-
tened by gravity (R > κ−1) roll, while the viscous friction due to
the velocity gradient across the puddle of thickness κ−1 scales
as Rc

2ηV/κ−1, which when balanced by weight ρgR3 sin α leads
to descending velocity inversely proportional to the liquid vis-
cosity (Fig. 2I) and independent of the volume:2,25,55

V � γ=η sin α ð7Þ
The friction of small LMs (R < κ−1) is still dominated by the

viscous dissipation of the inner liquid. However, owing to
their spherical shape, their rolling motion is similar to solid
body rotation, which restricts viscous dissipation to volume Rc

3

next to the deformed contact, leading to descending
velocity:2,56

V � ð1=κRÞ γ=η sin α ð8Þ
Counterintuitively, the LM velocity increases when the LM

radius decreases; the LM weight driving the motion decreases,
and the LM is observed to move faster owing to the fast shrink-
ing volume over which viscous dissipation occurs (Fig. 2J).

A unique case arises when nanometre-sized LM particles
form a monolayer. In this case, intermolecular forces can lead
to direct liquid–substrate contact, resulting in a distinctive
movement behaviour.57

2.5 Shape evolution via phase changes in the inner liquid

Evaporation plays a critical role in the practical use of LMs
because it may cause shape deterioration and collapse.58,59

This is particularly observed in the field of biomedicine, where
heat cycles are used to cultivate cells inside LMs. Several
research groups have investigated LM evaporation and ana-
lysed the effects of different coating particles and
arrangements.60–62 Despite the importance of the enclosed
liquid volatility,63 studies have demonstrated that the choice of
coating particles can significantly modify the evaporation rate.
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For example, a LM coated with graphite exhibits slower evapor-
ation than bare water droplets, thus doubling its lifespan.60 By
contrast, the use of hydrophobic polytetrafluoroethylene micro-
particles (μPTFE) on LM’s water–air interface only slightly pro-
longs its lifetime.62 The roles of particle size and aggregation in
LM evaporation have also been explored. Bhosale et al. noted
that water diffusion through the LM shell is not solely tied to
the particle size, suggesting the importance of aggregation.64

Similarly, Laborie et al. proposed that the evaporation rate is
not exclusively determined by the particle size and speculated
that multilayer coatings might involve nanoparticle aggre-
gates.65 Understanding the intricate relationship between LM
evaporation and the coating structure remains a focal point. A
recent study by Mishra et al. combined theory and experiments
to highlight that the interplay between liquid/particle and par-
ticle/particle interactions can result in three distinct residue
shapes of marbles during evaporation (Fig. 2K).66

Phase changes in the core liquid, such as freezing, are also
affected by particles that form the LM. A water droplet placed
on an extremely cold surface freezes into a sharp-tipped ice
drop, as shown in Fig. 2L.67–70 This suggests that LMs filled
with water adopt a similar shape after freezing. However,
frozen LMs form three distinct shapes: conical, spherical, and
flattened.71 Interestingly, these shapes are not determined by
the thermal or elastic properties of LMs. This diversity can be
attributed to the different pinnings of contact lines during
cooling. The pinning strength depends on the adhesion of
coated particles to the cooled solid substrate. When the
contact line is strongly pinned, it promotes the formation of
freezing-tip singularity. Conversely, weak pinning leads to the
creation of flattened shapes.

2.6 Evaporation-induced effects

The particle shell of LMs is not homogeneous, allowing mass
transfer between the core liquid and the external environment.
This mass transfer can occur through processes such as evap-
oration, osmosis, or manual injection of the liquid into the
marble.66,72–74 Evaporation of the core liquid leads to shape
changes and other intriguing phenomena, including self-pro-
pulsion, interfacial crystallisation, coffee stain effects, and
dewetting.75–80 Fig. 2M illustrates the controlled asymmetric
crystallisation of NaCl salt during the evaporation of the core
liquid of a Janus marble coated with PTFE and carbon black
and filled with a saturated saline solution.77 It has also been
reported that LMs filled with alcohol solution can self-propel
when placed in a liquid bath, as shown in Fig. 2N. Self-propul-
sion arises from the Marangoni solute-capillary flow, which
occurs owing to the condensation of alcohol that has evapor-
ated from the LM onto the water surface.81

3. LM formation process
3.1 Material requirements

Here, we highlight the LM formation process. The formation
of LMs is not technically difficult because it only requires dro-

plets to be covered with low-wettability particles. The prepa-
ration of low-wettability particles is not challenging owing to
the well-developed hydrophobic materials science (since the
1900s).82,83 In early research, LMs were made using naturally
or commercially available hydrophobic particles, such as lyco-
podium, PTFE, PVDF powder, carbon black soot, tonner par-
ticles, nanocarbons, fumed or colloidal silica nanoparticles,
PS, PET, PDMS, wax particles, or long alkyl chain fatty acids.
Some researchers focused on the formation of original hydro-
phobic particles (e.g., hydrophobically modified metals, metal
oxides, MOFs, non-commercial polymers, and/or composite
particles) to form functional LMs with properties that could
not be obtained using commercially available particles.84

3.2 Classical methods

Fig. 3A shows the two classical methods used to form LMs: (i)
covering droplets with particles by letting the liquid roll off a
tilted particle bed2 and (ii) electrostatic adsorption of charged
particles by applying a voltage difference between the particle
bed and droplet.85 In the former roll-off method, the droplet
surface in contact with the particle bed adsorbs the particles,
and the droplet becomes a LM. Several variations of this fabri-
cation technique have been proposed, including the gentle pla-
cement of droplets, impacting, or spraying.61,86 In the electro-
static method, particles on an electrically biased substrate
jump to a liquid droplet when the liquid/particle distance is
sufficiently small for the electric field to move the particles.
Recently, several new LM fabrication methods have been pro-
posed, including the massification and miniaturisation of pro-
duction for practical applications, complex particle patterning,
and the use of different physical phenomena. The new fabrica-
tion methods, summarised in Fig. 3B–E, may contribute to the
diversification of the concept of LMs and improved
productivity.

3.3 Small LM formation

The concept of massive formation of tiny LMs using a superhy-
drophobic mesh is shown in Fig. 3B.87 Small droplets were
formed by the segmentation of a water pool passing through
the pores of a superhydrophobic mesh. The droplets were then
spontaneously coated with hydrophobic particles that were
previously placed on the mesh to form LMs. Consequently,
thousands of submillimetre LMs were formed simultaneously,
and their sizes could be controlled through the mesh size.

Moreover, Lekshmi et al. reported the formation of sub-
millimetre LMs by splitting LMs based on mechanical impact
(Fig. 3C).88 When a droplet impacts the particle bed at a
sufficiently high velocity (high Weber number), the droplet
bounces to split/form tiny satellite droplets; after two consecu-
tive splits, the LM diameter reaches the submillimetre scale.

3.4 Janus LM formation

While most LMs are covered with one type of particle, the
shells of Janus LMs are composed of regions made of different
types of particles. Janus LMs are generally formed by the
coalescence of two LMs with different particle types. However,
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it is difficult to mass-produce LMs using this formation
process. Janus LMs can be formed by LM impacts on surfaces
covered with different types of particles (Fig. 3D).89 When LM
impacts the particle bed, it deforms and a part of the inner
liquid surface is exposed.50 The LM becomes heterogeneous
when a second type of particle is attached to the exposed
liquid surface. The study in Fig. 3D controlled the impacting
behaviour of the fluorine polymer-covered LM on a black toner
particle bed to form Janus LMs. The studies introduced in
Fig. 3B–D were based on the physical adsorption of particles
based on the direct contact of droplets, and several develop-
ments in the formation process are expected to form more
complex patterns.

3.5 Particle-heating-induced LM formation

While the indirect particle adsorption method was first
limited to the previously described electrostatic method
(Fig. 3A), the work presented in Fig. 3E proposed another
indirect LM formation method90 based on thermal flow-
induced particle levitation. When a bed of low-density nano-
particles is heated to sufficiently high temperatures (here,
300 °C), the nanoparticles levitate driven by thermal flow and
get adsorbed on the droplet surface to form LMs. Overall,
simple and convenient LM formation methods have been
recently developed.

4. Conceptual variation in LMs

Since the first report on synthetic LMs in 2001,2 various
studies have attempted to analyse functional LMs based on
responsive particles.16 These studies mostly fit within the cat-
egory of classical LMs in terms of size, with millimetric and
outer granules being powders. Concurrently, attempts to
change the shape of granules have been reported. For example,
in 2014, Miao et al. reported that LMs can be stabilised by
silver nanofibers.91 In 2019, Geyer et al. reported a polyhedral
LM, wherein a droplet was covered with millimetric polyhedral
polymer plates to form a soccer-ball-like morphology.49 Owing
to the diversity of colloid shapes reported thus far,92,93 the LM
with non-spherical granules presented a new avenue for
designing LMs with unfamiliar shapes, and various sub-
sequent works have been reported.76,94 However, conceptual
variation is not limited to the particle shape.

4.1 Micro-LMs

Interestingly, since 2020, several studies have proposed con-
ceptual variations in LMs with original LM compositions or
morphologies. Such new concepts may inspire further research
on LMs. Here, we summarise the conceptual variations in LMs
(Fig. 4). While the LM size is usually on the millimetre scale, a
recent work, displayed in Fig. 4A, reported the massive pro-
duction of LMs with sizes in the range of single to hundreds of
micrometres. This work allowed the isolation of a single micro-
metre-sized LM, enabling micro-LM handling, as shown in
Fig. 4A. It is noteworthy that a large number of such micro-

Fig. 3 Recent progress in LM formation methods. (A) Classical LM for-
mation method: roll-off (left) and electrostatic methods (right). (B)
Massive formation of tiny LMs by applying impulsive pressure to pow-
dered superhydrophobic mesh on water pool.87 (C) Formation of tiny
LMs by covering the impacting satellite droplets with particles.88 (D)
Continuous formation of Janus LMs by impacting a particle-laden
droplet onto other types of particle beds.89 (E) Covering droplets with
thermally levitating nanoparticles.90 Copyrights: (B) Reproduced from
ref. 87 with permission from the American Institute of Physics,
Copyright 2023; (C) reproduced from ref. 88 with permission from the
American Chemical Society, Copyright 2022; (D) reproduced from ref.
89 with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright
2020; (E) reproduced from ref. 90 with permission from Elsevier,
Copyright 2022.
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LMs behave like granular materials.13 It has been known that
microdroplets are held in a hydrophobic particle network, the
so-called dry liquid.95,96 The micro-LMs are isolated to a single
droplet from the hydrophobic network in a stable state;
additionally, the size of the micro-LMs is uniform after the sin-
tering process.

4.2 Wet LMs

Although LMs are generally handled in air, the work presented
in Fig. 4B reported the use of LMs in liquids.97 LMs in liquids
are analogous to Pickering emulsions that are stabilised by

particles;98 however, marbles in the millimetric scale can be
isolated and handled as single droplets. The authors showed
that LMs in liquids can be used to prevent the evaporation of
the LM content, which is useful for applications requiring
long-term stability.

Fig. 4C shows a new concept for composite LMs in which a
water droplet is covered with both an immiscible lubricant
and particles.99 Similar to the case of lubricant-infused sur-
faces, where a lubricant layer was stabilised by capillary inter-
actions with the surface structures,100–102 in composite LMs, a
stable lubricant/particle layer was formed at the interface of

Fig. 4 Recent progress in LMs with uncommon shapes, structures, and compositions. (A) Mass LMs downsized from a single micrometre to hun-
dreds of micrometres behave like dry powder.13 (B) LMs sink into an immiscible liquid pool to prevent inner liquid evaporation.97 (C) LM covered with
lubricated particles, namely composite LMs.99 (D) LM with a cholesteric liquid crystal core exhibit a structural colour change.103 (E) LM covered with
tiny droplets, namely hierarchical LM.104 (F) LM made of foam resulted in air–water–air type LM.105 (G) LM composed of hydrogel particles.106 (H)
Particles multipatterned on droplets using a patchwork-like process.110 (I) LM made of a shaped solid. The physical entanglement of shaped solids
deforms the droplets.113 (J) Laser-processed nonspherical millimetric LM.114 Scale bar: 1 cm. (K) Non-spherical micro-LMs formed by LM coalesc-
ence.13 Scale bar: 200 μm. Copyrights: (A) and (K) Reproduced from ref. 13 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2023; (B) reproduced
from ref. 97 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2020; (C) reproduced from ref. 99 with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2020;
(D) reproduced from ref. 103 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2020; (E) reproduced from ref. 104 with permission from Elsevier,
Copyright 2022; (F) reproduced from ref. 105 with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2022; (G) reproduced from ref. 106
under CC BY 4.0, MDPI 2022. (H) Reproduced from ref. 110 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2021; (I) reproduced from ref. 113
under CC BY 3.0, 2021 the Royal Society of Chemistry; (J) reproduced from ref. 114 under CC BY 4.0, 2023 Springer Nature Limited.
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these composite LMs. Accordingly, composite LMs exhibited
higher interfacial stability, allowing them to bounce from a
vibrated liquid bath, and the lubricant layer decreased the
effective surface tension while increasing the surface viscous
dissipation.

4.3 Liquid crystal marbles

Optical soft materials also benefit from the new concepts of
LMs. The work presented in Fig. 4D introduced a LM with
aqueous hydroxypropyl cellulose solution as the inner
liquid.103 While this may seem to be a simple variation of the
inner liquid of a LM, hydroxypropyl cellulose self-assembles as
a cholesteric liquid crystal in the aqueous phase. By regulating
the cholesteric pitch in the LM, LMs with various structural
colours were successfully fabricated. This unfamiliar photonic
response of LMs contributes to variations in optically soft
materials.

4.4 Hierarchical LMs

The approach presented in Fig. 4E comprises a hierarchical
LM, which is covered with smaller droplets or LMs.104 They
can be formed by forming a particle bed at the surface of a hot
water bath. Hot water vapour recondenses on the hydrophobic
powder, forming LMs that then stick to neighbouring LMs,
giving rise to hierarchical LMs.

While hierarchical LMs are made of different liquid parts, a
recent work (Fig. 4F) demonstrated “foam” marbles compris-
ing a hierarchical structure of LMs with alternating liquid and
air contents, formed by covering the foam with hydrophobic
particles.105 This foam marble had a double emulsion-like
feature, i.e., particle-stabilised air bubble-in-liquid and liquid
droplet-in-air (air/liquid/air type). After drying, the foam
marbles formed porous spheres with pore sizes of tens of
micrometres.

4.5 LMs by soft particles

Fig. 4G shows a LM composed of soft hydrophobic gelatine
particles.106 The material properties of LMs have been studied
by changing their particle size, shape, and/or surface
chemistry.20,43,107 Because recent studies have revealed that
solid softness varies the interfacial energy balances, called soft
wetting,108,109 the LM based on a soft solid provides new
opportunities to explore the effects of softness on LM
properties.

4.6 Multi-faced LMs

As mentioned in the fabrication section, patterning LMs with
different types of particles introduces new possibilities for
various applications. The work presented in Fig. 4H demon-
strated the possibility of fabricating complex patchworks with
different functional particles on the surface of the liquid. The
fabrication procedure allows flexible engineering for a wide
range of patchworks.110 In contrast to fluid instability, such as
Rayleigh–Benard which allows the formation of complex fluid
patterns, it is difficult to pattern granules because of their
scale.111 Thus, conventional patterns on the surface of LMs

remain rather simple (e.g., Janus LMs; Fig. 3C).112 Multi-faced
LMs also provide insights for precise patterning with func-
tional particles on the droplet, namely “multi-faced LMs”,
which provides the synergetic functionality to LMs that cannot
be achieved by simply mixing functional particles.

4.7 Non-spherical LMs

We have shown in Fig. 2D that various granule shapes along
with different droplet/granular size ratios. Small nonwetting
droplets are spherical owing to surface energy minimization;
however, the presence of particles at the surface of LMs allows
the formation of non-spherical LMs. Fig. 4I–K illustrate
different approaches used to shape LMs.13,113,114 The first
method, presented in Fig. 4I, reported a box-shaped droplet
covered with a millimetric star-shaped plate.113 Here, the
plates were physically entangled with each other, making the
droplets nonspherical. This concept is analogous to capillary
origami115 or capillary containers.116 In this case, LM shape
reconfigurability was strongly hindered; however, this LM
exhibited high mechanical robustness. Li et al. proposed
another method to deform droplets based on the interfacial
jamming of nanoparticles on the droplets.117 Fig. 4J shows the
laser-based shaping process of a large LM with a specific geo-
metry.114 While the laser technique is a top-down approach for
LM shaping, Fig. 4K shows a bottom-up shaping approach
through the formation of non-spherical LMs by merging
micro-LMs as building blocks.13 This method enables the fab-
rication of complex marbles with micrometric dimensions,
such as microfiber-shaped LMs formed by the coalescence of a
micro-LM line. These new concepts are expected to give rise to
unexpected LM properties, systems, and applications. Finally,
among the new concepts, there is an increasing interest in the
mechanical properties of LMs and LM assemblies to produce
more complex structures.

5. LM-templated material design
5.1 Supraparticle synthesis

Fig. 5 shows the recent advances in material design based on
LMs as “templates”. The first approach displayed in Fig. 5A
and B involves particle adsorption at the liquid interface as
well as controlled evaporation to arrange and position particles
and polymers to form complex supraparticles.118,119 Both
methods utilise the low adhesion of the LM contact line to the
substrate (Fig. 2M). The method displayed in Fig. 5A involves
covering an aqueous solution of hydrophilic polymers/particles
with hydrophobic particles to form a LM. Then, the inner
water evaporates, and owing to the receding contact line, the
inner particles/polymers become concentrated and form a
complex biphilic supraparticle known as (hydrophilic)core–
(hydrophobic)shell. As shown in Fig. 5B, the inner liquid
content was removed via calcination to form hollow (air-core)
supraparticles. A similar study was reported for the droplets of
a colloidal dispersion deposited on a superhydrophobic
surface; evaporation and the absence of contact line pinning
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allowed the formation of supraparticles.120–122 However, this
method does not enable the formation of core–shell type
supraparticles that make LMs a valuable tool for forming such
complex materials.

5.2 Interfacial polymerisation

Recent studies have demonstrated that LMs can serve as inter-
mediate templates to form polymer capsules, as shown in
Fig. 5C and D.123,124 Fig. 5C shows that polymerisation
occurred at the droplet surface. The monomer and initiator
were supplied from the outer fluidic medium (in this case,
toluene) and inner liquid (in this case, iron chloride). The idea
of interfacial polymerisation based on LMs in air has been
reported before.125 However, the reaction occurs at the liquid–
liquid interface, i.e., LMs in the liquid system (Fig. 4B) form a
hollow polymeric sphere. As shown in Fig. 5D, LMs stabilised
by pectin powder were physically stacked with alginate and
then electrostatically covered with chitosan to form a polyion
complex-like physical gel capsule. These studies demonstrated
that LMs are flexible templates for designing complex
materials. Although the products are limited to spherical LMs,
recent advances in the shaping of non-spherical LMs (Fig. 4I–
K) should enable the formation of templates for non-spherical
materials.

6. Recent lab-in-a-marble
applications
6.1 Lab-in-a-marble (LIAM)

We now discuss the recent cutting-edge LM applications.
Several studies have attempted to conduct laboratory experi-
ments such as material synthesis, analysis, and bio-culturing
on a small scale. Owing to the advances in microfluidics
through the concept of “lab-on-a-chip”,126 which is beneficial
for waste reduction (both liquid and equipment) through min-
iaturisation, this domain has been strongly developed in
recent years. While recent microfluidic devices have many gim-
micks for complex material synthesis and analysis, they
require the formation of specific fine microfluidic channels
through dry processing and the use of high injection pressure
to pump fluids.127 Moreover, the wastage of processed chan-
nels may lead to an environmental burden. Recently, the
research field studying microfluidics and fluid-structure inter-
actions, namely micro elastofluidics, has greatly developed.128

In elastofluidics, LMs are waste-free fluidic systems owing to
their recyclable outer particles and non-spilt inner liquid.
Thus, it can be potentially used in a new class of laboratory
experiments at the droplet scale with applications similar to
that of microfluidic devices, known as “lab-in-a-marble
(LIAM)”. Various applications based on LMs have been
reported thus far, including reactions, analysis, sensing, and
energy conversion.129,130

6.2 Design strategies

The typical LIAM strategies are summarised in Fig. 6A and B.
As exemplified by microfluidics, droplet-scale lab analysis first
requires displacing and bringing several chemical species or
biomaterials in contact with each other, which is one of the
features of LMs owing to their low friction and coalescence
capability. Additionally, to further process the liquid content,
the liquid must be divided into smaller volumes to enable
different characterisations or parallelise the subsequent steps
of the process. This is also possible in LMs owing to their
reconfiguration capabilities, because of which they can be
easily split into sub-LMs. In addition to the fluid manipulation
capabilities of LMs, Fig. 6A describes LM-specific advantages
for a droplet-scale laboratory. While LMs can be used as stan-
dard microchemical reactors by merging the content of two
LMs, the outer hydrophobic particles, whose primary function
is to stabilise the liquid, can also be used to modify the
reactor capabilities of LMs. Some studies have demonstrated
the use of specific particles to assist reactions owing to their
catalytic or reactive properties.91,131 Moreover, in contrast to
microfluidics, where droplets are enclosed inside liquid and
solid channels, the open geometry and porous particle inter-
face enable the use of a wider range of stimuli with LMs. For
example, gaseous chemicals, light, and heat sources can be
employed to trigger and/or enhance reactions inside LMs.64,132

This sensitivity to stimuli may be related to the density and
thickness of LMs.

Fig. 5 Recent progress on LM-templated materials. (A) Designing
core–shell or (B) hollow supraparticles by removing the inner liquid
from LM.118,119 (C) Polymerisation of pyrrole on the LM surface by a
chemical reaction between the inner liquid and surrounding media.123

(D) LM-templated gel-capsule formation.124 Copyrights: (A) Reproduced
from ref. 118 under CC BY 4.0, 2023 Springer Nature Limited; (B) repro-
duced from ref. 119 with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2022; (C)
reproduced from ref. 123 with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2021;
(D) reproduced from ref. 124 with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry, Copyright 2020.
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LMs can also be used as sensors or actuators, as shown in
Fig. 6B; in this strategy, a responsive species is used as either a
particle or within an inner liquid. If a responsive LM is used to
quantify, visualise, or detect stimuli, and then the LM works
as a sensor. For example, LMs can be used as gas-sensing
devices by loading them with a pH-sensitive solution, which
changes colour in response to acidic or basic chemicals.133,134

If the LM response to external stimuli is converted to kinetic
energy, it functions as an actuator to transport liquids or pick
up particles. Owing to their reconfigurable features, LM actua-
tors can be used in soft robotic systems.135

6.3 Chemical reactors

Although various LM reviews have focused on LM
applications,10,136,137 we selected recent reports with unfami-
liar insights into LM applications. While coalescence-based
chemical reactions have been reported, the miniaturisation of
LMs makes effective mixing methods between the reactants
more important because the viscosity action dominates at a
small scale. Fig. 6C and D show the LM mixing methods;138,139

both studies successfully generated a flow designed to mix the

inner liquid via outer mechanical stimulation through rotation
or oscillation.

6.4 Cascade reactions

While the LM content can be retrieved by a simple mechanical
action, it is important to control its lifetime for liquid release.
Recently, researchers successfully engineered particles to
control the LM

lifetime in a liquid pool while remaining stable upon being
deposited on a substrate.140 The floating lifetime of LM is con-
trolled by forming marbles with a particle layer made of nano-
clays with different surface chemistries. By loading chemicals
into floating LMs with different lifetimes, the encapsulated
chemicals are released into the liquid pool with programmed
timing, followed by cascade reactions, as shown in Fig. 6E.

6.5 Non-destructive LM sensing

The characterisation of LMs is important for applications, as
shown in Fig. 6F, which focuses on sensing LM properties,
including the particle size, liquid conductivity, volume, and

Fig. 6 Recent progress in LM for microreactors, sensors, and actuators. Typical strategies for using LMs as (A) reactors, or (B) sensors and
actuators.138,139 The inner liquid is mixed by LM using (C) rotation or (D) oscillation. (E) Cascade chemical reaction using LM with a preprogrammed
lifetime on a liquid pool.140 (F) Contactless detection of LM properties by electroanalysis using a comb electrode.141 (G) LM-based actuator. The
photoresponsive motion of LM was used to actuate the locomotion of soft objects.142 Copyrights: (C) Reproduced from ref. 138 with permission
from the Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2022; (D) reproduced from ref. 139 with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright
2022; € reproduced from ref. 140 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2023; (F) reproduced from ref. 141 with permission from the
Royal Society of Chemistry, Copyright 2019; (G) reproduced from ref. 142 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2023.
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position.141 The properties of LMs were detected using a comb
electrode that measured the electrical response.

6.6 LM-based actuators

More original concepts based on LMs have recently been pub-
lished, as shown in Fig. 6G, which displays the concept of
robotic actuation driven by photo stimuli.142 In this study, the
photo-stimulated kinetic energy of LMs was used as the engine
of a small robot to achieve photo-responsive locomotion. LMs
operated as tiny kinetic energy converters. Although the con-
version efficiency was not reported, this work demonstrated
the potential of complex robotic systems.

6.7 Bioapplications

The physicochemical properties and structural uniqueness of
LMs have attracted the interest of many scientists and demon-
strated potential for bioapplications in addition to the afore-
mentioned microfluidics, sensors, and actuators. Here, we
present some examples of bioapplications based on LMs over
the past few years on multiscale biological specimens ranging
from nucleic acids and proteins to cells and mini-organs, and
discuss the advantages of LMs over conventional methods
(Fig. 7).

6.8 SERS detection

Noncovalent interactions play an important role in biological
phenomena such as enzyme–substrate, DNA–drug, and host–
pathogen interactions. Leong et al. fabricated plasmonic LMs
consisting of Ag nanocubes functionalised with mercaptoben-
zoic acid (MBA) as a surface-enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) platform (Fig. 7A).143 MBA immobilised on Ag nano-
cubes served as an interaction probe molecule; moreover,
hydrogen bonding and ionic interactions with the carboxyl
groups of MBA resulted in differences in the Raman spectra.
Although conventional SERS studies are limited to detecting a
single mode of interaction, the combination of plasmonic LMs
with chemometrics and density functional theory enables the
observation of multiple molecular interactions and success-
fully demonstrates that noncovalent intermolecular inter-
actions with nucleotide bases can be detected in situ.

6.9 DNA amplification

Because typical LMs lack appropriate heating capabilities,
their applications as reactors or in analytical fields are limited
to room temperature or using heating equipment. Fe3O4 nano-
cube-coated LMs have been fabricated as heatable miniature
reactors because their internal liquid phase can be uniformly
heated when exposed to an alternating magnetic field
(AMF).144 Furthermore, because Fe3O4 nanocube-coated LMs
allowed the desired temperature and heating/cooling program
by the power and on/off switching of the AMF, they were
applied as a miniature reactor for DNA amplification and
achieved 25% better amplification compared to commercially
available thermal cycling methods (Fig. 7B). Although photo-
thermal LMs, wherein only the light-irradiated area is heated,
have been reported, the use of the magnetothermal effect in

Fe3O4 nanocube-coated LMs results in more uniform heating
and is expected to be used as a larger-scale reactor.

6.10 Protein analysis

LMs are promising not only as reactors for miniaturised bio-
chemical reactions but also as platforms for protein analysis.
Typical protein analyses require pretreatment owing to the com-
plexity of samples, which is difficult to accomplish with simple
LMs. However, Niu et al. addressed this problem by designing
fluidic channels using deformable LMs, termed liquid plasti-
cine (Fig. 7C).145 Liquid plasticine takes advantage of the high
structural and morphological flexibility of LMs; thus, it can be
shaped into rod-like shapes that mimic channels. Using human
serum samples, they successfully demonstrated that the combi-
nation of liquid plasticine-based channels and isoelectric focus-
ing (IEF) can simultaneously accomplish the important pretreat-
ment steps of protein separation and enrichment. After pretreat-
ment with IEF, LMs containing proteins of interest were isolated
by cutting the liquid plasticine, allowing further evaluation by
colorimetry and mass spectrometry.

6.11 Cell cryopreservation

In addition to biomolecules such as nucleic acids and pro-
teins, as described above, biological samples with larger sizes,
such as cells, can be confined to the liquid phase of LMs. Liu
et al. proposed a LM-based cell cryopreservation method
(Fig. 7D).146 They fabricated LMs composed of gelatine solu-
tion and hydrophobic PTFE powder, where the PTFE particle
layer not only acted as a physical barrier to protect cells from
the external environment, but also influenced ice formation
and growth during the freeze–thaw process of the solution.
Furthermore, LMs containing gelatine in the liquid phase do
not require additives, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
which is cytotoxic, and foetal bovine serum (FBS), which may
cause pathogenic contamination, like conventional cell cryo-
preservation; gentle shaking immediately destroys LMs and
allows recovery of cells, thereby achieving high cell viability
after cryopreservation.

6.12 Single-cell picking

Recently, a cell-manipulation technique based on dry cells:
cell-encapsulated micro-LMs, obtained by simply spraying a
cell suspension onto a powder bed of hydrophobic fumed
silica nanoparticles, was developed.13 The number of cells to
be encapsulated was determined by adjusting the size of LMs
and the concentration of the cell suspension; accordingly, dry
micrometre-sized cells were fabricated. These dry cells pro-
vided a venue for the isolation of single cells and observation
of their cellular phenomena, such as migration and growth, in
addition to utilising LMs as simple storage containers for cells
(Fig. 7E). Cells sequestered under dry conditions showed a cell
viability of approximately 90% for at least three days. The cellu-
lar phenomena can be analysed for longer periods owing to
handling techniques such as changing the internal liquid
(culture medium). Furthermore, by using the conditions of
dry-cell formation and physical properties originating from
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LMs, various cellular environments can be created, including
spatially arranged cell colonies induced by fusion and one-cell
confinement of different cell types (Fig. 7F).

6.13 Three-dimensional cell culturing

Three-dimensional (3D) cell cultures more accurately mimic
the in vivo environment and have several advantages over con-

ventional two-dimensional (2D) culture systems. Hence,
studies have been conducted to utilise the liquid phase of LMs
surrounded by a hydrophobic powder as an in vitro 3D culture
field. Cells in the liquid phase of LMs tend to self-assemble to
form spheroid- and organoid-like structures, which have been
observed in C6 rat gliomas, human mammary fibroblasts, and
human hepatocellular carcinoma cells.147–149 Aalders et al.

Fig. 7 Recent progress in LM for bioapplications. (A) In situ detection of noncovalent intermolecular interactions between MBA and the target
analyte using plasmonic LMs.143 (B) DNA amplification using Fe3O4 nanocube-coated LMs as an alternative magnetic field (AMF)-triggered heatable
miniature reactors.144 (C) Isoelectric focusing (IEF)-based protein analysis using fluid channels composed of deformable LM, termed liquid plasti-
cine.145 (D) Cryopreservation of cells using gelatine-based LMs and its mechanism.146 DryCell technology is based on cell-suspension microscale
LMs for the analysis and manipulation of (E) single and (F) multiple heterogeneous cells.13 (G) LM-based scaffold-free bioreactor for the 3D culture
of in vitro derived human cardiomyocytes.150 Copyrights: (A) Reproduced from ref. 143 with permission from the American Chemical Society,
Copyright 2020; Copyrights: (B) reproduced from ref. 144 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2021; Copyrights: (C) reproduced
from ref. 145 with permission from the American Chemical Society, Copyright 2020; Copyrights: (D) reproduced from ref. 146 with permission from
Elsevier, Copyright 2022; Copyrights: (E) and (F) reproduced from ref. 13 with permission from Wiley-VCH GmbH, Copyright 2023; Copyrights: (G)
reproduced from ref. 150 with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 2020.
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were the first to apply LMs to the 3D culture of induced pluri-
potent stem cell (iPSC)-derived cardiomyocytes and succeeded
in forming cardiomyocytes in less than 24 hours (Fig. 7G).150

Cardiospheres formed inside LMs also expressed myocardial
markers similar to those in conventional 2D culture systems.
Further findings in LM-based 3D culture systems could
provide a useful alternative to expensive and experienced
scaffold-free 3D culture methods such as spinner flasks and
hanging drops.

7. Conclusions

In this review, we comprehensively highlighted the recent
progress in LMs. This literature review revealed that the latest
research on LMs extends far beyond mere applications or
novel particle/liquid combinations. Indeed, there is flourish-
ing literature dedicated to new LM concepts, LM formation
methods, understanding of LM physical properties, and LM-
templated material design. The richness of the literature and
emergence of several new LM concepts foreshadow the strong
and rapid development in the LM field. In the fundamental
physical analysis of LMs, the comparison of the mechanics
and phase invasion behaviour between the droplet and LM
offered us the opportunity to reconsider the physical pro-
perties of LMs. Moreover, while the initial LMs are concep-
tually similar to drops on superhydrophobic surfaces, the
physical properties of new conceptual LMs are yet to be inves-
tigated. On the industrial side, the large-scale and reliable
production of LMs remains a bottleneck. The recently devel-
oped LM formation method can largely solve this issue,
making LMs more applicable in industries. Moreover,
because the different fabrication processes of conventional
LMs lead to a wide range of new LM concepts, we can expect
the recently proposed fabrication process to bring its own
variations, which will further broaden LM variations. The
new LM concepts must expand the potential use of LMs.
Non-spherical LMs can expand the use of LIAM to enable the
design of complex systems, such as microfluidic devices, and
hierarchical LMs or LM patchworks can be used to design
new LM-templated materials. Focusing on LM applications,
various advances in responsive LMs, evaluation methods, and
energy conversion systems have been proposed, thus broad-
ening the applicability of LMs. From the perspective of
materials science, evolutive LMs can adapt their properties to
resist their environment because recent research directions in
materials science have shifted from simple responsive
materials to designing adaptive or interactive materials
similar to living objects, which are much more complex than
responsive or intelligent materials and have gained consider-
able attention.151 For example, a recently developed super-
molecular chemistry-enabled self-training gel increases its
tensile strength with breakage–healing cycles similar to that
of muscle.152 Thus far, responsive LMs have been studied
mainly in the 2010s,16 and in the future, LMs should be
designed to have adaptative capacities. This may be achieved

by liquid and particle engineering, which may help in obtain-
ing LMs with fine-tuned responses to the environment. One
may think that to design multiple liquids or particles, a
cascade response or multilevel stability may be required. As
discussed in multi-faced LMs, tuneable multi-responsivity
can be achieved by combining multi-functional particles. The
mixing ratio of several functional particles would likely be
the key factor to achieve tuneable multi-functionality in LMs.
Moreover, keywords used in LMs such as “reconfigurability”
and “jamming transition” are included in designing recent
adaptive materials systems.153,154 For example, utilizing liquid
reconfigurability, the concept of liquid-based adaptive struc-
tural materials (LASMs) has been recently proposed.155 Thus,
we believe that adaptive LMs can be designed by focusing on
shape reconfigurability and interfacial jamming in LMs. The
diversity of hydrophobic particles and liquid phases that con-
stitute LMs has led to the design and development of various
functional LMs for bioapplications that are challenging for
conventional microfluidics systems. LMs can contain biologi-
cal specimens of various sizes within a specific liquid space
separated from the external environment, enabling the ana-
lysis of noncovalent intermolecular interactions, DNA amplifi-
cation reactions, and rapid protein analysis. In addition to
using LMs as miniaturized containers for biochemical reac-
tions and storage containers for biological samples, they can
be used to culture and maintain living organisms such as
cells. In particular, single-cell analysis technologies that
measure the genome, epigenome, transcriptome, proteome,
and metabolome for each single cell have recently attracted
significant attention to accurately understand single-cell level
behaviour in the cellular society of embryogenesis, tissues,
and organs. Because individual elemental technologies for
bio-analysis, cell manipulation, and 3D culture for spheroid
and mini-organ formation have already been established
using LMs, the realisation of bioapplications using LIAM that
integrate everything, from cell culture to analysis, would not
be far off.
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